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1.0 Executive Summary
In July of 2011, a Strategic Charter was initiated to set the foundation for the changes required
over the long and short term to build a culture of service excellence in the UCDSB.
Although service excellence is a well-established concept in
the private sector, and beginning to be developed in the not
for profit, the health care sector, and in universities and
colleges, it is a new approach for K-12 educational
organizations. Although it is new for us, there is a wealth of
knowledge from these other sectors that we have been able
to access and that is easily customized to our work. We
believe that ultimately service excellence will support our
goal of 100% satisfaction with the educational journey and
also create the conditions to support our goal of a 90%
graduation rate for our students.

“I believe that we need to raise the
profile in our thinking and actions about
customer service even more than
professions we believe ought to be in
the service industry, because we
traditionally haven't thought this way!”
UCDSB Principal

In order to create a vision for service excellence and to plan for its implementation, we
determined that we needed to create and conduct a process to determine our current state and
the qualities of excellent service. Beginning in December 2011, we created a participatory
process which used interviews of staff, students and parents to gather the current state of
service in our district and to capture the interviewees’ aspirations for a culture of service
excellence in the UCDSB. We formed a Service Excellence Champions Council, made up of
employees who were selected for their service excellence stance and/or interest and who then
conducted our interviews with staff. We held two congregated interview events with students
and parents as well. These interviews were conducted by staff, by students and by parents; so
that while the data was being collected, ideas were exchanged, relationships were formed, and
“seeds were planted”.
“[I] just finished the interviews - phew! Such heartwarming conversations; there is much hope and innovation all
over our board. Thanks so much for the wonderful opportunity. This project is going to have a huge impact.”
UCDSB Secondary Teacher

In another cycle of participation in the fall of 2012, additional
employees were engaged with the vision and participated in
several group meetings. In their work sessions with us, they
studied and inquired about the vision to gain a deeper
understanding, and to determine how they might play a role in
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Building on our research of the core principles, the effective practices and the successful
outcomes from other sectors, the data collected through individual and group interviews, and
input from Service Excellence Champions, we were able to create our vision in the early spring
of 2012. Our vision embodies the qualities of Service Excellence (when our interactions go well,
these qualities are present) and the key organizational areas and principles that will guide us
(employee engagement, servant leadership, end user thinking,
organizational
design,
operational
excellence,
and
accountability). At the core of the vision is the clear
understanding that the student, with his/her parents as support,
END USER THINKING:
are the customers whom we serve. All parts of the organization
“Whenever
we
make
any
are in service to our students with each employee a “link in the
decision in our organization,
whether at the school or at the
chain of service” to our students.
board office, we should always
ask, ‘how will this affect our
students?”
Executive Assistant, UCDSB
Board Office
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educating others about the vision. With this deep understanding of what service can mean on a
personal and organizational level, we asked them to consider “what actions might happen
across our system to bring our aspirations to life”.

“How many other public education systems in North America find themselves with staff from all walks of life
collaborating professionally and sharing hopes and feelings as a community? …bravo, bravo, bravo”
UCDSB Secondary Vice Principal
“This was a great learning experience for me - really looking forward to the outcome down the road.”
UCDSB Elementary Office Administrator

Over the last eighteen months we have repeatedly asked staff, students and parents to imagine
the following description of UCDSB in 2017:
“Exceptional customer service experiences abound throughout our organization.
We are acknowledged by our customers (students and their parents), staff and
the community at large for our outstanding student achievement and
extraordinary service delivery. Furthermore, we have a common understanding
and language around what service excellence looks like to our customers. We
know because, we are hearing this great feedback everywhere – staff, students,
parents and the community.”
Inspired by this description of our desired state, staff, students and parents have enthusiastically
looked at our system and their individual work. Guided by our vision and with a commitment to
the actions required, the foundation has been set for the building of a culture of service
excellence in the UCDSB.
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What have been the deliverables/outcomes so far?
A vision for Service Excellence at UCDSB has been co-created by staff.
Key principles and areas for implementation have been identified.
Engagement of a diverse group (diagonal slice) of employees across our geography.
Beginning departmental and school initiatives have been inspired/promoted.
What is yet to come?
Actions have been determined and will be further examined and developed in the areas
of employee recognition, training/learning, leadership, communication.
Liaison will expand with departments/ areas to implement required changes.
Measurement related to standards, outcomes will be determined. Third party evaluation
will be explored (e.g. Excellence Canada).

[I’d like to see]...“consistency in processes for all schools (ie. registration, course curriculum planning) consistent
access to all resources at all schools; all staff trained in customer service.” - Parent of UCDSB student
“I see the UCDSB receiving a 5-star rating; just like hotels, only the best receive such a rating and that's what the
UCDSB will be in 2017. The building will be spotless so students can learn. We need to accept changes that will
help us rather than complain.” - UCDSB Facilities Staff
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2.0 Why Service Excellence?
We don’t typically use the term service excellence or customer service in K-12 education.
Frankly, there are very few K-12 educational institutions who do focus on customer service
throughout their organization, and none to our knowledge in Canada. However, if we were a
company like Microsoft, or Proctor and Gamble, or the services of the Canadian government, or
a nonprofit like United Way, or even one of our colleges or universities, we would routinely be
talking about customer service as a component of our organization. We would have identified
our customers and what they value and measure how satisfied they are with us. We would be
focusing on customer service because customer satisfaction with the products and/or services
that we offer would sustain and grow our organization and secure value for our
stakeholders/shareholders, our employees and society at large.
In education, we do use terms like student voice, parent engagement, differentiated instruction,
student retention and grad rates which correlate with some of the language of customer service.
Our emphasis on student voice and parent engagement are based on the assumption that when
students and parents feel a sense of ownership and encouragement, they will be more invested
in learning, in partnering with us and this will ultimately create the conditions for improved
student achievement and wellbeing. As a result we will retain our students and we will see
increased graduation rates.
There is an extensive body of knowledge around customer service, customer experience,
customer satisfaction, customer relationship management; and how to determine it, how to
measure it, how to improve it. Replace the educational words that we use, use the wellestablished frame of customer service, and one can easily extrapolate that if we focused on
customer service, increased satisfaction would result in better retention of our students and
their families, improved student engagement and achievement, and increased employee job
satisfaction.
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Perhaps because education has its own vocabulary, there is a resistance to the concepts and
terminology of customer service, particularly the use of the word “customer”. Several thought
leaders have tackled the controversy surrounding the use of the word customer in the non-profit
sector. Renowned business leader, Peter Drucker was one of them. In the latter part of his
career, Drucker worked quite extensively with the not for profit sector. He challenged those who
said it was more appropriate to use the term client, recipient, patient, student and he settled
quite happily on using the word “customer”.
“Rather than debate language, I ask, “Who must be satisfied for the organization to achieve results? When you
answer this question, you define your customer as one who values your service, who wants what you offer,
who feels it’s important to them…….[In the social sector}, the primary customer is the person whose life is
changed through your work.” Peter Drucker

Students and their parents are our customers
Education is about changing the lives of our students for the better. We also see the student’s
parent as the proxy for most of the K-12 customer relationship. Additionally we also have a
“hierarchy of supporting players” (parents, teachers, principals, office administrators,
educational assistants, senior administration, Board office staff, Board of Trustees). All play a
role in supporting and serving whether we directly support the student or we support someone
who does. All parts of the organization are in service to our students with each employee a “link
in the chain of service” to our students. All of us are accountable for service excellence.
6

“… as students, we don’t realize how much those around us care. We realize teachers care for us, [but] as you
go up the chain (Board Office) everyone is [also] here for us. It is amazing to think that all these people are here
because they love us and want the best for us.”
UCDSB Student participating in Service Excellence Summit

Ultimately in light of all that we know, in answering the question, why focus on Service
Excellence in the UCDSB, the response might simply be, “Why not”?

3.0 Charter C47 – Service Excellence
In our school district, as part of our strategic plan, we continually study our current situation,
reflect on what is going well and what needs to change. When a challenge is identified within
the system which interferes with reaching our overarching goal to achieve a 90% graduation
rate, a project charter is often struck which details the actions that are required in order to bring
necessary system change. Strategic Project Charter (C47), “Service Excellence” (included as
Appendix A) was created in July of 2011 based on the following:
We are currently achieving a graduation rate of approximately 85%.
We are currently not consistently managing the expectations of those whom we interact with.
We need a system to measure student/parent perception of service.
We do not currently identify and comprehensively recognize quality service.
There is a need for consistent quality service standards across the organization.
Strategic Charter C47’s main objective has been to create a vision of Service Excellence
through a participatory, transformative change process and to plan for its implementation. This
charter sets the foundation for the changes required over the short and long term to build a
culture of service excellence in the UCDSB. While our Board’s main goal is a 90% graduation
rate, our commitment through Service Excellence is for our students to have 100% satisfaction
with their educational journey.

Researching effective service excellence models in other industry sectors
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One of the first steps in this charter was to understand “what’s out there”. Through face to face,
voice, or virtual interactions, we determined the current state of knowledge and some of the
effective practices that were taking place. Companies which have been recognized as
exemplifying exemplary customer service/experience/training were identified and studied. (E.g.
Zappos, Nordstrom, Disney, Southwest Airlines). Key parts of customer service strategy were
determined and explored (e.g. employee engagement, end user thinking, communication skills,
and operational excellence). The role of leadership and organizational structures was
investigated. Measurement tools, the use of social media, qualitative and quantitative research
techniques were examined. Ways to collect feedback, methods to involve employees in system
change, and an overall study of change management informed our work. (See Appendix B for a
summary of some key lessons learned at this stage.)

Determining the current state of service at UCDSB
Service Excellence Champions Council (SECC): In December 2012, a team of 23 staff
representing all employee groups (listed in Appendix C), who were identified as offering
excellent service in their respective roles, were brought together to be trained on the data
collection/interview process that would be used in the period between March to early May, 2012
in order to determine our current state of service.
7

Interview Methodology – “Words Make Worlds”:
Using a positive, generative approach to data gathering, called Appreciative Inquiry, (See
Appendix D for a brief description of the principles behind Appreciative Inquiry) there were
opportunities for staff, parents and students to participate in this stage of the SERVICE
EXCELLENCE initiative. Figure 1 shows each participating group.
Figure 1: Participation in Service Excellence
Data Gathering (Interviewee Group, # of interviews

Staff: After first testing the interview
questions (provided in Appendix E) on their
and % total of 483 interviews
effectiveness to bring out positive customer
service focused stories and details on “what is
working” in our board, SECC members were
asked to interview 10% of each staff group,
equaling 286 face-to-face interviews. Ten
percent was selected as a manageable
objective given that the SECC members
conducted their assigned interviews in
addition to their current responsibilities. Figure
2, shows the break-down (by job category) of
the 229 interviews completed by SECC
members. In addition to those 229 staff
interviews, 57 teaching staff fully participated
in the student event described below, totaling
286 interviews to meet our objective. It was important in this process to have representation
consistent across all job categories, and that was achieved, with higher numbers of interviews in
the job groups with higher numbers of employees, such as teachers. To encourage new
connections between staff, interviewers were most often linked with interviewees in un-like
roles. This allowed for different perspectives to be heard and collected effectively without
interviewer bias.

*# in Group in 201011 Board Report
Staff Categories as Reported to the Ministry of Education
(full-time headcount)
Educational Assistants (includes Early Childhood Educators) - School based
330
Facilities - Central and school based
275
Other Staff (not Business/IT/ Transportation) - Central
7
Transportation - Central
10
Business and IT - Central
53
Clerical - Central
40
Clerical - School based
169
Principals / VP -Central and school based
145
Professional Staff - Central
57
Supervisory - Central
8
*Teachers (Elementary) - Central and school based
1010
*Teachers (Secondary)- Central and school based
710
Trustees - Central
11
Total
2825

Target %

Actual #

10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%

39
27
2
3
6
5
25
14
6
2
96
60
1
286
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Figure 2: Summary of Staff (by role) Interviewed for Service Excellence

Actual %
11.8%
9.8%
28.6%
30.0%
11.3%
12.5%
14.8%
9.7%
10.5%
25.0%
9.5%
8.5%
9.1%
10%
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Students: Our key customers (students and their parents), were asked to provide their
perspective on SERVICE EXCELLENCE in the UCDSB. This was done at two events entitled
“Imagine the Future: Service Excellence (Conversations with Students/Parents). The student
event was held on April 5th, 2012, at the North Grenville Municipal Centre in Kemptville, ON.
Principals selected 135 grade 7-12 students with varying academic backgrounds to attend.
Thirty (30) Link CREW students ( a senior level leadership group) from North Grenville District
High School,
led and facilitated student table discussions. Fifty-seven (57) teachers
accompanied the students and fully participated in the activities. In all, there were 222
participants.
Similar to the face-to-face staff interviews, students interviewed each other using a studentfriendly version of the questions (Appendix E). Student responses to interview questions were
themed into recurring ideas at each table group and recorded with the help of the Link CREW
facilitators.
FEEDBACK FROM THE STUDENT EVENT:
One teacher highlighted a student’s observation regarding: “The (positive) impact on a school culture, when you
have a significant number of people who are “service excellence” focused.”

Parents: The second event was held on April 14, 2012 at the North Grenville Municipal Centre
in Kemptville. There were 8 participants at this event, who participated in paired interviews using
similar, but parent applicable questions (Appendix E). The work of the group that day was to
share interview results with each other and arrive at common themes that would help represent
the parent perspective on the current state of service in UCDSB, and what it is that makes
service excellent. These common themes were also recorded and entered into the data
collection.

Recognition for Staff Who Provide
Excellent Service
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It is notable, that although an invitation to participate in “Conversations with Parents” went
directly to parents of 600 newly pre-registered JK/SK students, the Parent Involvement
Committee, SEAC members, School Councils, UCDSB FACEBOOK members, and through the
local support of Principals, it was still necessary to follow-up with an on-line option for parent
input. An additional 24 parents were able to provide responses using this method, to make 32 in
total.
“Good customer service breeds continued
customer service! Being passionate about
the work you do, makes a difference to the
person you are giving the service to but can
literally make a change in the lives of those
around you who are observing the
exceptional service.”
UCDSB Educational Assistant

Staff and parent participants were asked in their
interviews to identify someone who they believe
is currently providing exceptional service in their
role. Interviewees were pleased to be able to
recognize someone through the interviewer,
who would then send a hand-written note to the
staff member explaining that they had been recognized through the SERVICE EXCELLENCE
interview process. As a direct result of the 229 Staff interviews, 289 recognition cards were sent
to staff within the system. Staff who were present at the student event recognized another 17
staff, and 15 additional recognition requests came from the parent event and the on-line survey.
As a result of this step in the process, more than double the numbers of staff, than originally
planned, have been welcomed into the conversations of SERVICE EXCELLENCE.
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Other Activities Supporting SERVICE EXCELLENCE:
As we approached the end of the interviewing period, the following activities also took place in
order to provide opportunities for discussion and to develop awareness about SERVICE
EXCELLENCE in the UCDSB. The objectives of these activities were to explain the approach
being taken to gather data, to start a discussion about “what is customer service,” or to engage
a group to respond to one or more of the interview questions. In all, a further 225+ staff and
parents participated. Figure 3 shows a summary of these early activities between February and
May 2012.

Figure 3: Summary of Service Excellence Discussion Opportunities (Feb-May 2012)

Activity and Date

Activity Description and Number of
Participants

Employee Orientation Session, February 28, 2012

30 new employees – Intro to Service Excellence

Dundas Association of School Councils, March 2012

Chair Greg Pietersma , 25 School Council members

Principal Leadership Learning Module (LLMA) ,
March 20, 2012

120 Principals and Vice Principals, UCDSB Schools

Human Resources Department, April 19, 2012

20 Central Office HR Staff

Webinar, May 3, 2012

Trustee Carole Carkner, Principals, Vice Principals
and School Council members from Russell, Van
Cleek Hill, Rockland Families of Schools

Following the completion of the student and parent events and the parent on-line survey, a core
group of 7 Service Excellence Champions Council (SECC) members re-visited the themes that
were recorded and further grouped those themes into 5-7 groups of common themes. For
example, with 30 tables of students contributing to the recorded notes at the student event,
there were many “themes” that were very similar to others. These groupings were identified,
named and recorded to make the review of the data more streamlined.
In order to conduct a similar process for the staff interview data, the core group split the
interview stories into a manageable size to review and identified, individually, 5-7 recurring
words or phrases that described the essence of the interview stories that were being reviewed.
From that stage, the resulting 30-40 common “themes” were further grouped, named and
recorded. An example of the groupings created for “Question 1 – Personal High Point Service
Story” for student, staff and parent responses is provided in Appendix F and serves as a higher
level summary of the common groupings that emerged from each group as it related to
customer service.
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Post-Data Gathering: “Theming” the Results
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The Six Qualities of Service Excellence
The core team uncovered “6 Key Qualities of Service” based on the recurring themes
uncovered in the data (stories) from staff, students and parents. Essentially, our system tolds
us that, “when our interactions with our customers (students and their parents) and others
whom we serve, are going well, these six qualities will be present”:
1. Individualized/Personal Care
2. Above and Beyond
3. Culture of Care
4. Recognized and Valued
5. Action – from Start to Finish
6. Collaboration and Communication
These 6 Qualities of Service supported the development of the Vision for UCDSB’s Service
Excellence.

“Great Expectations: Service Excellence” Summit - Dreaming and Designing

“A model is a simplified abstract view of a complex
reality or concept. Silvern defines a model as a
‘graphic analog representing a real life situation
either as it is or should be.’
(AECT, 1977…….Wikipedia
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The “Great Expectations: Service Excellence” Summit held in May 2012 provided an opportunity
for in-depth feedback on the “6 key qualities” and what a model of service excellence would look
like for our district. Service Excellence Champions Council (SECC) members, parent and
students participated in the summit and were inspired as they shared the stories collected from
interviews that exemplified “What makes an excellent customer service experience.” By
adapting the rich input and prototyping activities from this event, the model of the Vision for
UCDSB’s Service Excellence was developed.
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From Current State Data to Modeling a “Vision” for Service Excellence
In order to build and sustain a culture of service excellence in the UCDSB, we needed to create
and clearly articulate our vision. Our vision was informed by researching service excellence
models/visions in the private and public sector, by analyzing the data collected in our interview
process and through input from participants at our “Great Expectations: Service Excellence”
summit. The graphic representation of our vision, shown above, was created in the early
summer months of 2012.
The model is circular in order to encompass each of the 6 qualities of service (spokes) and to
illustrate that they relate to everything our system does for student learning – and more
specifically towards our goals of a 90% graduation rate, and 100% satisfaction with the
educational journey. The Vision has 6 “Strategic Areas” that represent the recurring and
important ideas shared by staff, students and parents in the development process. As such, the
Vision will guide decisions and actions made by all UCDSB staff at every point along a student’s
journey with our board.
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4.0 The Vision for UCDSB’s Service Excellence
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If we are considering them, in our work, we will be able to deliver on our goals. The 6 Strategic
Areas are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

End User Thinking
Servant Leadership
Accountability
Employee Engagement
Operational Excellence
Organizational Design

What are the “Six Strategic Areas” (Sections) of the Wheel?
The Vision for Service Excellence identifies 6 “Strategic Areas” that represent the recurring and
important ideas shared by staff, students and parents in the development process. These areas
are provided to give UCDSB staff a means of guiding decisions and actions made at every point
along a student’s journey with our board. The following provides additional background on what
might be considered at each segment of the Vision (wheel) and an illustrative comment we
heard from our interviews. Much of the following information is available for all staff to access in
an interactive way. At http://insite.edu.ucdsb.on.ca/departments/director/serviceexcellence/ on
insite, staff can explore the model and associated research further.
1.
End User Thinking
We are all service providers, and if we understand our customers’ (students/parents) needs, we
can more effectively support their educational journey with us. In the case where staff support
school-based staff, and where staff in general collaborate and support each other - the same
benefits still apply. These end user statements can help guide staff decisions:

END USER THINKING: “Whenever we make any decision in our organization, whether at the school or at the
board office, we should always ask, ‘how will this affect our students?”
Executive Assistant, UCDSB Board Office

2.
Servant Leadership
Think of the implications to an organization when the leaders can be described as they are in
the Vision for Service Excellence:
“Servant Leadership emphasizes increased service to others, a holistic approach
to work, promoting a sense of community, and the sharing of power in decision
making.” “Authentic, ethical leaders, those whom we trust and want to follow, are
servants first.” (Robert Greenleaf Centre for Servant Leadership)
UCDSB Leaders exemplify Qualities of Service
lry
SERVANT LEADERSHIP: We heard from staff: “…[at our school we have ] strong, effective teams that are loyal
and trusting. Members are included in common goals, truthfulness, equitable treatment. [There is] transparent
decision-making”…”[“We have ] teams with intelligent and caring leadership that recognize individual qualities
and know how to bring out the best in people. We have effective leadership that walks the talk of "students first”.
Decisions are made based on what's best for students and the whole school community.”
UCDSB Elementary Teacher
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We view students (and their parents) as our primary customers
We actively listen to the voice of students to inform everything that we do
We engage parents in supporting their child’s educational journey
We know who benefits from every service that we provide
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3.
Accountability
To be accountable in offering excellent service, as an organization we need to be willing to
receive feedback from our customers about that service, good and bad. We also need to be
willing to measure our customer’s satisfaction, and ultimately student learning, and those factors
that support an innovative, learning organizational culture. In order to be accountabile the
following statements will be true:
We have co-created Service Standards that are committed to by all staff
We have systems in place to determine and communicate end-user satisfaction
ACCOUNTABILITY: “Consistency in processes for all schools (ie. registration, course curriculum
planning) consistent access to all opportunities/resources at all schools ; all staff trained in customer
service.”
Parent of UCDSB student

4.
Employee Engagement
Employee engagement is a key issue and focus for many organizations today as research has
demonstrated that organizations with a high level of employee engagement perform better.
Employee engagement is about each of our employees aligning his/her individual priorities,
needs, and desires with the goals of our organization in order to provide the best educational
experience for our students. Research and effective practice tell us that training and recognition
are important components of any effective employee engagement strategy. How can we, as
UCDSB staff demonstrate that:
We understand and value how our work impacts the customer
We are committed to our work and the organization
We have the skills required to support the customer and are recognized for our
efforts

5.
Operational Excellence
Operational excellence is a continuous improvement strategy that is based on improving,
streamlining and standardizing the work processes in any organization in order to better serve
the customer. As UCDSB staff, we strive to become better at the “current state” in our particular
role. As we do this, we free up time and resources for improvement in other areas - areas that
impact the success of others.
We will know when we are getting there when the following statements ring true:
We engage in system thinking
Our system is focused on meeting the needs of the customer (student)
We understand the essential contribution that our work provides to the system
and are empowered to optimize the processes of our work
OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE: “Parents would have a clear understanding of where to get problems
aired and resolved…For example, the Board office would not be the first point of contact. Teachers and
staff know exactly who to turn to, and what to do before crisis mode hits.”
UCDSB Elementary Teacher
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EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT: “…[the] second service excellence example is that through the use of
hubs and collaborative inquiry, the Board is trying to push the system to a new culture of thinking.”
UCDSB Secondary Teacher
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6.
Organizational Design
Organizational design is the process of constructing and adjusting an organizational structure in
order to achieve its goals. As we implement a vision of service excellence, we will attend to the
following:
We design units to optimize service and operational excellence
We work together as a whole: board office staff and school staff
We create communication structures that optimize collaboration
Our facilities are welcoming and customer focused
We promote community service partnerships
ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN: “I see the UCDSB receiving a 5-star rating. […..just like hotels, only the
best receive such a rating and that's what the UCDSB will be in 2017. The building will be spotless so
students can learn. We need to accept changes that will help us rather than complain.”
UCDSB Facilities Staff

Implementation Plan: “From Voices to Vision to Action”

Four meetings were held with this group of people. We held two whole group meetings: one,
on September 17, 2012 as an introduction to the charter and its objectives and the terms of
reference for their work and the other as a final consolidation session, on December 3, 2012. In
October and November, two regional group meetings were held where much of the detailed
work was completed. In their work sessions, the Action Team members came to an
understanding of how their work impacts the vision (and vice versa), and how they can play a
role in educating others about the vision. They have also provided feedback from their
personal and professional perspective on what actions we might take to move forward with our
vision for creating a culture of service excellence in the UCDSB. Adhering to the terms of
reference (Appendix H), they made suggestions for short and long term actions, but understood
fully that the ultimate decision making authority lay with the senior administration of the UCDSB.
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In order to implement our vision, we determined that we once again needed to bring in
employee perspectives and input to determine the required short and long term actions to
implement our vision. During the months between September – December 2012, Service
Excellence Action Teams were formed. These teams were composed of 40 staff members
representing all roles and geographic areas of the board and had been identified or recognized
for demonstrating service excellence. They are listed in Appendix G. Some of the staff had been
part of our Service Excellence Council; some were those who were recognized through the
interview process; some were entirely new to the process.
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Work of the Action Teams: Short and Long Term Actions
In order to propose short and long term actions, the participants first analyzed the data collected
from our interviews with staff, students and parents in the late winter/spring of 2012. They
focused on the responses to the question:
“Imagine it is 2017 and exceptional customer service experiences abound throughout
our organization. We are acknowledged by our customers (students and their
parents), staff and the community at large for our outstanding student achievement
and extraordinary service delivery. Furthermore, we have a common understanding
and language around what service excellence looks like to our customers. We know
because, we are hearing this great feedback everywhere – staff, students, parents
and the community. How do we achieve this vision? How do we get from 2012 to
2017? What support will we need to make it happen?”
As they analyzed the responses, they collectively identified recurring key words, phrases
and concepts. These phrases were then consolidated into the following major themes:
(See full details in Appendix I).

The participants used the themed data, their knowledge of the Service Excellence vision and
their own observations/experiences to consider what we might do at a system level to
encourage the actions our system is wanting. They also inquired as to what structures are
currently in place to support our vision, whether these structures need to be enhanced or
whether new structures need to be created. They worked through several rounds of decision
making strategies (brainstorming, multi-voting) both in smaller geographic groups and then in
the composite group. They used a template (Appendix J) to detail their proposed actions, and
presented these actions to all participants for further inquiry. After many decision making
rounds, the group observed that the proposed actions fell into four general areas summarized
below. More detail about the ideas presented by the action team members, are provided in
Appendix K).
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Employees are Recognized
Having the right tools to do the job (infrastructure) and knowing how to use the tools
Professional Development for ALL - knowing how to use the tools to do the job
effectively
Collaboration and Connection
ALL really means ALL. It takes all of us!
Accountability (performance improvement plan for staff and system)
Support of Leadership
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Figure 4: Summary of Four General Categories of Focus for Actions Identified by Service
Excellence Action Teams (Sept-Dec 2012)
Four General Category of Actions
1. Professional learning opportunities/training
in customer service awareness and skills
2. Communications
Customers

Focus

3. Leadership

4. Employee Recognition

–

Engaging

Example of Proposed Action by Action
Teams
Customer Service to become an integral part of all
employee skills and competencies with a system
level learning plan created for all employees.
Create a world renowned communication system
that engages all employees, students, parents, and
community at large. Create schools/worksites that
provide a welcoming, inclusive, secure atmosphere
for staff, students, parents and community.
Servant leadership becomes the leadership model
for the organization. All leaders, both formal and
informal, are provided opportunities and supports to
excel.
There is a formal and informal recognition program
for employees to recognize those individuals who
demonstrate the qualities of service excellence.

5.0 Charter Status

A vision for Service Excellence at UCDSB has been co-created by staff
Key principles and strategic areas for implementation have been identified
Engagement of a diverse group (diagonal slice) of employees across our geography
Communication through many venues to various employee, parent and community
groups to create awareness of Service Excellence
Beginning departmental and school initiatives have been inspired/promoted
The Vision for Service Excellence has already begun to guide the actions of many school and
departmental staff at UCDSB. These actions, some of which are summarized in Appendix L,
have been inspired through the work of staff members participating on Service Excellence
action teams, and through the work of individuals who saw the link between serving our
customers and reaching the 90% graduation rate. Through discussions about the Vision for
Service Excellence in the Action Teams, initiatives that had already begun were highlighted and
described in a context specific to service. As a result, these discussions have helped inspire
action to further support the growth of a culture of service excellence in the UCDSB.
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Over the last 18 months, staff, students and parents have enthusiastically looked at our system
and their individual work. Guided by our vision and with a commitment to the actions required,
the foundation has been set for the building of a culture of service excellence in the UCDSB. As
we reach the 18 month mark of this two year strategic charter, and provide an update on the
project status, we have achieved the following deliverables/outcomes.
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6.0 What is yet to come?
The proposed actions (Appendix K) will be further examined and developed in the areas
of employee recognition, professional learning, leadership, communication.
Liaison will take place with departments/ areas to implement required changes, with the
opportunity to engage more and to engage differently in the work.
Measurement related to standards and outcomes will be determined. Third party
evaluation will be explored (e.g. Excellence Canada)

7.0 Conclusions
This project charter is well on its way in securing the promised deliverables. In many ways,
however this work has exceeded our original expectations and has expanded our learning and
the learning of the organization as a whole.

Wins: Planned and Unplanned
Desire to recognize:
We decided to ask employees, students and staff to recognize those who were demonstrating
exceptional service. We then sent handwritten thank you cards to those individuals who were
recognized. The response was very positive and pointed out to us that we probably don’t
recognize our employees enough, and that it is even more powerful when employees recognize
each other. At the end of the interviewing process, we reached twice as many staff by including
the recognition opportunity.

SAMPLE NOTE TO PEER:
Dear ______________,
As you know I have been a member of the UCDSB
Service Excellence Action Teams that have been
thinking about how we can create a culture of service
excellence in the UCDSB. Just wanted you to know that
I shared your name today with the 40 or so employees in
the room from across our school board… When I think
of excellent service, you definitely come to mind! You
demonstrate service by ……………….

Strengths based approach to change crossed-over into other departmental/school work:
We are seeing that several individuals have expressed an interest in approaching solutions in a
different way – using Appreciative Inquiry (AI), the same process which was introduced through
the SECC and the interview process. Although others in the organization had known about AI
before, this approach has captured the interest of several central staff and school
administrators. We offered a summer workshop for 22 staff that was fully registered with
another scheduled for January 2013. We continue to have a waiting list of staff interested in
attending. Key teacher leaders were also interested in supporting the Collaborative Inquiry work
that they are facilitating in classrooms through AI and participated in a customized workshop in
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This powerful tool was also used at the completion of the final action team meeting. Members
were asked to identify and recognize their peers through a hand written note. The names of
ninety-seven (97) staff that might be considered to play a role in the implementation phase were
shared with us.
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early September 2012 to do just that. Staff have described using this approach as part of their
school entry process, school success planning, departmental planning and end user survey
questionnaires.
Demonstrated use of “Service Excellence” language to identify new and ongoing work:
Our facilities department has already begun to look at focusing on making our buildings more
inviting and customer focused, our I.T. department has begun a customer service survey in
HelpZone, and Human Resources has tweaked their satisfaction survey with Principals/VPs.
The concept of creating exceptional “first impressions” has influenced our kindergarten
registration process and transition to kindergarten events in elementary schools. A year ago,
the word customer service was seldom heard. The term is now part of the discussion in our
organization and several key stakeholders who were initially skeptical of this project have
admitted that they now see its potential for adding value to our organization.
Service Excellence initiative is interesting to outside organizations:
Whenever we speak to someone from the private sector or with our community partners, they
are enthusiastic about our school board venturing in this direction. This initiative has captured
the interest of several school boards as well.

Opportunities:

Focusing on what’s broken, rather than building on what we are doing well:
Early on, we realized that customer service horror stories abound in the media, both social and
traditional, and in common conversation. One of our initial steps was to collect current state
data, and although we knew that we had some areas that needed improvement, we decided to
use a strengths based approach (appreciative inquiry) as the methodology for getting the data.
It was the right thing to do. We generated enthusiasm, energy, and positive stories in the
system, rather than beginning this initiative in a downward spiral of negativity. By interviewing,
we made connections, and helped the system imagine the possible.
Culture change doesn’t happen overnight:
In a transformative change process, although the plan may
be linear and time bound, the responses in the system don’t
follow a script or schedule. This project charter and its
deliverables has an end date, but the actual culture change
is in its early stages. It will be critical in the next phase to
continue to build the structures and experiences that will
support a culture of service excellence. The continued
support of senior leadership, principals and managers will
also be required. When the majority of employees describe
Service Excellence as “the way we do things around here”,
we will know that the change is “sticking”.

I hear principals saying things
like, ‘I could do that, but I
wouldn’t be demonstrating
service excellence if I do’, and
that is proof that this work is
beginning to stick”.
UCDSB Supervisory Officer
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Determining who the customer is in the educational sector:
One of the first questions that we had to wrestle with was “Who is our customer”? We reserve
the term customer for our students and for a good portion of the student journey, their
parents. Some would like to call our students and their parents our primary customers and
everyone else our secondary customers. We agree that we all serve someone in the
organization and we need to serve that individual well, but ultimately the customer is our
students. Their successful educational experience with us is the purpose of our organization.
By identifying the student as our customer, this initiative has added support to our board’s deep
commitment to our students.
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9.0 Appendices
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Appendix A: CREW Charter C47 – Service Excellence
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Appendix B: Summary of Research on Effective Service Excellence Models
Industry and
Ownership

TD Canada
Trust

Banking (Public)

Canarm

Manufacturing
(Private)

Children’s
Hospital of
Eastern Ontario
(CHEO)

Healthcare
(Public)

Key Lessons Learned
rd

3 party company is contracted to make customer calls;
responses to 20 questions helped in the evaluation of front-line
service (ie. Mystery Shopper)
Asked customers about their trust in the bank, “Based upon
your last visit to the branch, I would be extremely likely to
recommend.” (agree/disagree)
Customer Experience Index tool is used to track satisfaction.
On-going training for staff is provided. (ie. “How could you
have improved that experience?”)
For Canarm customers, price, innovation and meeting
timelines are priorities.
It is 10 times more difficult to find a new customer than keep a
current one, so developing loyalty is paramount.
Transparency is also important for operations, dealings with
customers and employees.
Organizational design can improve a customer’s experience.
For example a welcoming entryway includes children’s artwork
and a children’s gift shop and the emergency entrance is
designed with clarity, structure, and efficiency in mind.
Engagement of Parents (as customers) and feedback systems
in place to hear about patient experiences – “Youth Forum” “Everybody can tell a story”
NRC Picker / HCAPHS: question posed to help capture
customer experiences - "Would you recommend this
hospital to your friends and family?"
Accountability: Measurement is important - CHEO 2011-12
Quality Improvement Planning Goals include specific areas
that directly link to the success of patient care. For example:
1- Obtain an overall satisfaction rate of 65% of respondents (satisfied
and very satisfied) to the staff, 2- physician satisfaction survey (to be
performed in the fall of 2011), 3- Obtain an overall satisfaction rate of
75% (Emergency Dept.) and 92% (Inpatient) for our client satisfaction
surveys. 4- Obtain a rate of hand washing compliance that is within the
25th highest performance in the province and at least 80% 5- Achieve a
surgical checklist compliance of 93%, and 6- Be within the provincial
target for 2 of the 4 wait time indicators in the Emergency Room

Janesville
District, WI
Jackson
Public
Schools, MI

Santa Rosa

US Education
organizations
following
Studer’s system
to build a culture
of service

Interviews with these organizations as well as attendance at a
training session on the Studer approach revealed the following
common conclusions:
It was possible to affect change in all sizes of organizations
(ranged between 130 staff to over 4,000)
Roll-out of change varied, from Instructional leaders first, to
those who included all staff as well as contractors.
Communication, and Leadership Initiatives are impacted, one
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Organization
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Arnprior and
District Memorial
Hospital

Healthcare
(Public)

Hewlett-Packard
(HP)

High Tech /
Manufacturing
(Public)

Fongo

Mobile
Communications
(Private)

Starbucks

Food Services

interviewee told us, “We were doing really well at “telling”
rather than “listening” – the Studer approach fit this need
specifically – (the) Rounding (activity) is all about listening.”
Customer service training at one location, “had never been
systematic, (and it) needed it to be part of our strategic plan.”
Many started with a curiosity about (levels of) parent and
student satisfaction.
This approach encourages goals setting, recognition, rounding
for outcomes (connecting with employees), staff and
leadership evaluation (high, med, low) performers.
About Culture Change: The time for change initiative varied
from 1.5 years to nearly 5 years. An observation from one of
the Districts was, “In the beginning… it was a rough road.
Change was difficult and it was “something else to do.” Now, it
is hardwired and we do it without thinking about it.”
This hospital also applies The Studer Group approach to
improving quality of care, to identifying measures to track
goals (patient satisfaction, employee satisfaction), and to
recognition programs. See detail above for education
organizations using the same (but adapted) approach to
improve customer satisfaction.
Other healthcare organizations following The Studer Group
approach in Canada include the Queensway-Carleton
Hospital in Ottawa, and the Royal Victoria Hospital in Barrie.
Title of contact: Customer Experience Manager
“Customer Service Standards” are represented differently for
different customers. For example, an individual buying a
laptop, vs. a small business, vs. a large corporation, each have
different needs and HP accounts for those in “service delivery”
accountability standards that are pre-determined or negotiated.
This can often be complex, right down to the type of language
a customer would prefer to be served in, and would impact the
HP customer service process (ie. Send to India call centre or a
US based one). Similar to good-better-best tiers of service.
End User Thinking is taken very seriously: Customers
constantly rate them and they have feedback mechanisms in
place (eg. Dv_feedback@Fongo.com,
TalkFreely@Fongo.com, the Fongo Forum where customers
can talk to each other, a call centre for customer support
where they track tickets until they are resolved, a QA team
that logs every bug and tracks it until it’s fixed.
Accountability: Fongo tracks everything: Revenue, App
downloads, App usage, web clicks, mobile ad clicks. If it can
be measured and represents something important to their
company it is measured and reported.
Recognition: green apron program exemplifies a recognition
program that appeals to the demographics of its staff, and
allows/encourages co-workers recognizing what good service
looks like (specifically), and being able to verbalize that
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County School
District, FL
Campus
Oklahoma City
School District
Services,
SUNY,
Genesceo
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Entertainment

Subway

Food Services

Ontario Tourism
Education
Corporation
(OTEC)

Customer
Service Training
(Private)

Carleton
University

Education

The MindSuite

Private
Consulting
Company

City of Ottawa

Government
(Public)
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Walt Disney

feedback to each other.
The concept of “the third place”, the importance of seeing,
feeling, smelling the brand guides many of the operational
decisions at Starbucks.
Accountability: Walt Disney Standards of Business and
Employee Engagement are influential in the field of customer
experiences (ie. Walt Disney World, Custodian “cast member”
puts on a show with a mop during the course of daily “work”.)
World renowned Disney Institute delivers professional learning
focused on customer service.
Subway uses the Studer Group approach – initiated in 80 sites
and linked to hygiene practices in the food services – applied
directly from lessons in healthcare.
Use of popular culture in training
Adult Learning Strategies
Importance of loyalty is stressed
Training of behavior using simple processes (use of acronyms
for responding to a customer request)
First impressions are formed within the first 2 seconds of
coming into contact with a company.
Service Excellence program led by Quality Initiatives
Department. Processes provided through this department to
apply university service standards to departmental planning
Recognition for employee excellence component is key and
supports employee engagement.
Service Excellence Advisory Group at CU continues the focus
on improvements and keeps the discussion about Service
Excellence going.
Social Media used to keep messaging fresh – inspiring quotes
from @CU_Insprired.
Tools that support the measurement of Customer Satisfaction;
“Blueprints” or maps out customer touches and “weights” the
value a customer places on a function or service, compared to
the effort placed on the function or service by the service
provider. The contrasting analysis can be eye-opening for
organizations to find out they are expending far too much
energy on something that a customer may not have a strong
feeling for or against. Better to spend time learning about the
areas that customers feel strongest about.
Model of Service Excellence in public sector should
incorporate employee engagement, customer satisfaction,
leading to trust and confidence. The City of Ottawa added
“operational excellence” to this initiative. (HRVoice, March
2012). The main work on this initiative took place in the threeyear period between 2007 and 2010
Lesson is that it requires cross-functional buy-in and support.
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Community
Services
(Public)

Ontario School
Boards who
responded to an
informal survey
asking:

Education

“Do you have a
person/dept. in
your board with
the primary
responsibility
for overseeing/
tracking
Customer
Service
specifically?

1. Excellence
Canada
2. Best
Workplaces in
Canada
3. Canada’s Top
Employers
4. 50 Most
Engaged
Workplaces
5. Canada’s Ten
Most Admired
Corp. Cultures

Quality Awards

Zappos

On-line Retail

Nordstrom

Retail

Customer service training focus for its 98 branches, and
3,500+ staff with 8 trainers as resources
Face to face training is currently the vehicle used; employees
enjoy the contact with each other.
Revamping 2004 Customer Service training program – new
staff orientation includes this as mandatory and mostly frontline staff attend. Staff is evaluated annually and this is a
component of it.
Respondents included: St. Clair Catholic, York Catholic,
Ottawa Catholic, Limestone, Hastings Prince Edward, District
School Board of Niagara, Peterborough, Northumberland, and
Clarington Catholic DSB.
One board had a Customer Service Team (Finance, Facilities,
Planning, Purchasing, and Assessment). Corporate Services
(board office) complete 2.5 hours of mandatory training. The
training was based on an internally developed manual.
One board told us that “customer service is an area that we
will be embarking on in the near future as well so I would be
interested in staying connected. We have just completed a
District Survey and some of the responses, identified customer
service as a concern/area, currently though we are focusing
on the AODA req’mnts, not other aspects of customer service
training for front line staff originally identified in district survey.”
One board tracks customer interactions through its
Communications Department
No respondents had a Service Excellence focus that involved
the entire board’s staff looking at it as a culture change
initiative.
These companies offer a variety of ways to guide and
recognize organizations on a path that focusses on: Employee
Engagement, Accountability, Employee Communication,
Customer Service, Community Involvement, Level of TRUST,
Culture, Leadership.
UCDSB is currently a silver partner with Excellence Canada
and was recently awarded a Level 3 designation in the
“Healthy Workplace” program.

Employee Engagement – “people (there) are so happy and
SUPER productive. Amazing.”
Linked with www.deliveringhappiness.com
The Famous Nordstrom Employee Handbook: “ Welcome to
Nordstrom. We’re glad to have you with our Company. Our
number one goal is to provide outstanding customer service.
Set both your personal and professional goals high. We have
great confidence in your ability to achieve them.”
The importance of simplicity
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Toronto Public
Library
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Appendix C: Service Excellence Champions Council (SECC) members
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Appendix D: Principles of Appreciative Inquiry (AI)
David Cooperider, Professor of Organizational Behavior at the Weatherhead School of
Management at Case Western Reserve University, and Faculty Director at the Center
for Business as an Agent of World Benefit at Case, began to develop this theory, of
Appreciative Inquiry, in the early 1980’s when he was a graduate student at Case
Westeren Reserve University. He had been hired to conduct an organizational review of
the Cleveland Clinic to find out the deficiencies in the current way that the organization
was operating. In his study he was amazed by the level of cooperation, innovation and
lack of hierarchy in the organizational structure. He decided to refocus his work and
focus on the causes of the excellence rather than focus on the problem areas. This
refocus resulted in an energized and improved organization. This led him to see
broader possiblilites for guiding change in other organizations.
Cooperider’s work is part of a larger shift in western thinking, particularly in the fields of
medicine, cognitive psychology, cultural sociology and athletics. Some of the research
that underpins this approach includes:

The principles of AI inform the processes that organizations use to promote and
facilitate change and innovation. Rather than focusing on what’s wrong, the AI process
asks organizations to ask questions to understand, to imagine a preferred future, and to
create shared images of that future. Typically, in this constructive change model, a
cross section of staff are asked to discover the best of what is currently happening, to
imagine what might be, to discuss with each other what should be and then to work
together to create what will be.
Thought leaders such as Martin Seligman, Barbara Fredrickson, Peter Senge, Tom and
David Kelley (IDEO), and Marcus Buckingham have contributed to the foundations and
practice of Appreciative Inquiry. This approach has been used by numerous
organizations both profit and not for profit to create change and innovation. These
include the “Imagine Chicago” initiative, World Vision, British Airways, NASA, Verizon,
and the John Deere Company.
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The Placebo Effect: The power of our own images of ourselves to promote
healing (medicine)
The Pygmalion Studies: Classroom teacher’s expectations of their students can
determine performance (cognitive psychology, education)
Positive self talk and visualization: The power of the mind to heal the body,
(medicine, athletics)
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Appendix E: Interview Questions Used for Staff, Students and Parents
Staff Questions

Q1. PERSONAL
HIGH POINT
STORY

We have all had customer
service experiences in our lives.
In some we have been the
customer and in others we may
have been serving the
customer directly.

Q2. YOUR
CONTRIBUTION

Describe an exceptionally
positive service experience that
you have had.
What do you value most about
the work that you do when you
are at your best?
What experiences, talents,
strengths or other resources do
you bring to creating a culture
of service excellence?

Q3. VALUING
WHAT IS
WORKING TODAY

What is one element of service
excellence that you feel is
successfully practiced in your
work place/ in our school
board?

Q4. IMAGINE
UCDSB in 2017

Imagine it is now 2017.
Exceptional customer service
experiences abound
throughout our organization.
We are acknowledged by our
customers (students and their
parents), staff and the
community at large for our
outstanding student
achievement and extraordinary
service delivery.

Q5. HOW DO WE
GET FROM 2012
TO 2017?

Describe your vision for 2017:
what would you see?
What can you do to bring these
visions of 2017 to life? What
support would you need to
make this happen?

Student Questions

Parent Questions

Please describe a really
memorable customer service
experience that you have had
either at school or in your
everyday activities?

We have all had customer service
experiences in our lives. In some
we have been the customer and
in others we may have been
serving the customer directly.
Describe an exceptionally
positive service experience that
you have had.

Let’s talk about school. Some
days are great, and you feel that
you are learning the most in
your class and you “get” the
work, and you feel the day
overall is going smoothly for
you. Can you describe some of
the things you are feeling or
doing?
As a student you are our main
customer and we want to make
sure you are being served well
during your educational journey.
Tell me about what you see
happening at your school that is
helping you the most to succeed
as a student.
Imagine it is now 2017 and you
are hearing fantastic news
about your former school. You
are hearing that the Upper
Canada District School Board,
with its 23 high schools, has met
the 90% graduation rate, and
that students are being served
better than ever.

What do you value most about
your role as a parent when you
are at your best?

What do you imagine the
students at the school in 2017
are seeing, hearing, doing?
As a student, a) What can you
do right now to help bring these
visions of 2017 to life? And b)
What do you believe staff in
your school can do to help bring
these visions of 2017 to life?

What experiences, talents,
strengths or other resources do
you bring to creating a culture of
service excellence for your child’s
educational journey?
What is one element of service
excellence that you feel is
successfully practiced in your
child’s school or in our school
board?

Imagine it is now 2017.
Exceptional customer service
experiences abound throughout
the schools and offices in the
Upper Canada District School
Board. Our Board is
acknowledged by our customers
(students and their parents), staff
and the community at large for
our outstanding student
achievement and extraordinary
service delivery.
Describe your vision for 2017:
what would you see?
What can be done to bring these
visions of 2017 to life? What
support would be needed to
make this happen?
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Appendix F: Grouping of Themes from Q.1 – Personal High Point Story of
Customer Service (Staff, Parents)
Groupings of Themes

Staff Responses

Grouping #1

Parent Responses

Beyond Expectations/Innovations; "We'll Find A Way!"
Above and Beyond

Above and beyond expectations

Going above and beyond

people going above and beyond the job description

Above and Beyond
Themes

Above and beyond - "extra mile"
Exceeded my Expectations
"Extra Mile" - Surpassing Expectations
Willingness to Embrace New Approaches
"Yes" Culture

Grouping #2
Themes

"From Start to Finish" ; Action and Follow-Through
Reliability

Being brave enough to start a conversation

They did what
said they
would
do me feel bad) to
Someone
tookthey
the time
(without
making
see my issue through to the end.

Taking action (doing something about it)

Grouping #3

"Sometimes it's the little things that mean a lot…."
"Personalized"

Respect

Anticipated Needs

Showed care - genuine act of kindness/caring

My needs were anticipated AND acted upon

Interest in students' welfare

Personalized service & programming
Respect
Appreciation
Building relationships/Making Connections
Themes

Attention
Individualization
Caring
Helpful
Personal Interest
Care

Grouping #4

Welcoming
Welcoming environment

Themes

Creating a welcoming, comfortable, trusting, secure,
environment
Trust
"Easy Button" - service took my stress away

Grouping #5
Themes
Grouping #6

Team Work/Collaboration - "You're Not Alone"
collaboaration
team work
"I'm Hear (Here) for you"
Someone was available to help me

Themes

Time was taken to listen and understand my issue
Listened, Listened, Listened…
Availability
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Treated me as an individual
I felt valued as a customer/student/parent
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Appendix F (continued): Grouping of Themes from Q.1 – Personal High Point
Story of Customer Service (Students)
Groupings of Themes

Themes

Grouping #2
Themes
Grouping # 3

Student Responses (including 57 staff participating)
Going Above and Beyond (and customer expectations' standards)
Going out of your way to help someone
Going the extra mile
Unaware of the impact (it's just what you do!)
Immediate
Attention to detail
Putting in more effort than is required
Going Above and Beyond
Speedy service
Doing everything in your power to make the experience
enjoyable
Quality and Care
Pleasing the customer
Doing more than needed
Effective service
Extra nice
going out of their way to do something nice.
Going the extra mile
People going the extra mile
supportive (going beyone)
Accessible
personal communication
Being able to do the little things that make the difference
Setting things right - ending on a positive note.
Going above and beyone the expectations
Hard working
Follow-up
Communication: Listen to what was said and acted on it
Active listening
Aware of others needs
Checking in (making sure customer is okay)
Anticipation of needs
Genuinely listening
Personal connections
Character Traits Demonstrated in Stories of Good Service
Respected/validated
Caring and Kindness
courteous and respectful interactions
Supportive, Helpful, Fast Efficient
respect
Kindness, Helping People
Being respectful
Customers and servers are respectful
Caring about what you are doing
Understanding
Be able to brush off mistakes
Understanding
Empathetic and Understanding

Themes

Grouping #4

Themes

Grouping #5
Themes
Grouping #6
Themes

Good Customer Service always contains kindness and smiles
Helping
It's about being helpful and showing that you care about the
needs you're giving them.
Friends
Smile
Friendly Face
Trustworthy

Empathy and Understanding, Listening
Taking the time to actively listen and connect with a student
Empathy
Persistance
Understand other people's needs and fulfilling them
Pleasant manner
Generosity
Caring
Posititivity
Treated as individuals
Generosity
Kindness
Caring for the customer
Genuine care and concern
Kindness, Caring, Helpful
Genuine caring
Being kind
Politeness
Genuinely caring for the customer being served
Passion, Caring
Helping People
People took interest and cared about the situation
Helping others
Helpful
Good Attititude
courteous
Posititive attitude
everything goes smoothly when people are nice
Patience
Good Attititude
Open-minded
Friendly Face
Interested in you as a person
Politeness
Kindness
Humourous, good attitude
Caring
Honesty
I was recognized and valued as a customer/student
Inclusivity - you are where you belong
satisfaction
Feeling like royalty - pampered
valued
part of a family
being valued
Feeling comfortable
praising the service we receive
Make personal connections - eye contact
consistency - using names, hellos, goodbyes
Thanking people
feeling appreciated
Other Observed Themes
Everyone has experienced a good/bad customer service story leading and aiding people
Everyone was a customer during these experiences
Many memorable service experiences happen in restaurants
Serving/helping younger people
Volunteering
Miscellaneous Themes
Financial Security
Success for my children/family
Want to make enough money to provide a good life
Stable career
Mental/Physical good health
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Appendix G: SERVICE EXCELLENCE ACTION TEAMS : SEPT- DEC 2012
ROLE AND LOCATION

**LUMSDEN, Linda
Chief Customer Service Office, Board Office
**CRAWFORD, Sarah
Planning & Research, Board Office
Group A: S. Grenville, Seaway, N. Grenville, North Dundas, Rockland, Russell
BEAUCHEMIN, Doris
Office Administrator, Russell PS
GRANT, Kelty
Principal, Iroquois PS
LAMOREUX, Jim
Teacher, Morrisburg PS
*MCDONALD, Stacey
STEO, Transportation
*OSZMIAN, Heather
Educational Assistant, North Grenville DHS
PETERS, Cindy
Communications, Board Office
REITSMA, Christie
Vice Principal, South Grenville Intermediate School
**ROWLAND, Mhairi
Elementary Principal, Cambridge
*SHAVER, Doug
Lead Custodian, Wellington PS
**SUTHERLAND, Patricia
Learning Commons Manager (c/o Frankville Office)
Group B: Perth, Smiths Falls, Almonte, Carleton Place
BARR, Judy
Office Administrator, Queen Elizabeth PS
BRANT-TERRY, Gail
Principal, Naismith PS
HANNAH, Joann
Accounting, Board Office
KELLY, Daryl
Principal, The Stewart
MOORE, Jennifer
Principal, Lyn
**MCDONALD, Jennifer
Human Resources, Board Office
*MCINTOSH, Ewen
Vice Principal T4L, Board Office
PROUT, Carrie
Educational Assistant, DJ Schoular
RIVINGTON, Ashley
Teacher, R. Tait
SPECK, Adam
Lead Custodian, Smiths Falls DCI
Group C: Brockville, Gananoque, Athens, Rideau
BRAYTON, Debbie
Designated Early Childhood Educator, Commonwealth
BOSTON, Chris
Principal, Gananoque SS
*FLARO, Suzanne
Facilities, Board Office
GALLAGHER, Karen
Office Administrator, Prince of Wales
GLOVER, Bev
Lead Custodian, Sweet’s Corners
*GODARD, Jane
Executive Assistants, Board Office
*GRANGE, Allison
Communications, Board Office
GRAHAM, Crystal
Teacher, TIES
LINDSAY, Marnie
Principal, Vanier PS
*WELLS, Heather
Psychometrist, Frankville Office
Group D: Cornwall, Glengarry, Vankleek Hill, Char Lan, R-O/Tagwi
BURLETON, Susan
Educational Assistant, Pleasant Corners PS
CHARBONNEAU, Jennifer
Principal, Williamstown PS
FONTAINE, Abigail
Teacher, St. Lawrence Intermediate
HARTY, Joe
Principal, East Front PS
KILGER, Jana
Teacher, Longue Sault PS
KING, Marina
Head Custodian, Tagwi
LEMAY, Guy
Supervisor for Tech Support, Cornwall Office
*MORRIS, Ian
Secondary Teacher, Rockland DHS
TAIT, Vicky
Office Administrator, Rothwell-Osnabruck SS

**Core Team Members
*Original Member of Service Excellence Champions Council
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Appendix H: Terms of Reference for Service Excellence Action Teams
Why Do We Need to Form Service Excellence Action Teams?
In the early spring of 2012, a guiding coalition of 23 UCDSB staff called the Service Excellence Champions Council
(SECC), uncovered “6 Key Qualities of Service” through a process of face to face interviews, conversation events
with students and parents, and on-line surveys. This current state data collection was comprised of over 10,000
conversation minutes with staff, 5,000 conversation minutes with students and about 750 conversation minutes
with parents. The 6 qualities recurring in each of the three groups, are listed below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Individualized/Personal Care
Above and Beyond
Culture of Care
Recognized and Valued
Action – from Start to Finish
Collaboration and Communication

Input from the Service Excellence Council members was also received at the “Great
Expectations: Service Excellence” Summit held in May 2012. This input along with
the research of effective models in both the private and public sector and the
analysis of the interview data informed the development of our Vision for
UCDSB’s Service Excellence. This circular model encompasses each of the 6
qualities of service related to everything our system does for student learning,
and our goals for our students of a 90% graduation rate, and 100% satisfaction
with the educational journey. We need to consider Organizational Design, End
User Thinking, Servant Leadership, Accountability, Employee Engagement and
Operational Excellence in our work, in order to deliver on these goals. The
selected members of the action teams represent a “diagonal slice” of the
organization; the representative employees on our action teams will be vital in
giving us a system wide perspective to the implementation of the vision.

Culture change is not a quick process. Action teams will be asked to review activities that we are currently
involved in that support the “Vision” so that we can continue to do them, as well as to identify those that we
should be doing. Specific deliverables include:
1. CREATE/DEVELOP both immediate and longer term recommendations about what needs to be done to ensure
that the “Vision” thrives in the UCDSB culture. Use the “Vision” as a guide and reflection tool.
2.

REPORT your individual team’s recommendations to the larger group at final meeting. Subsequently, with the
larger group collaborating, teams will PRIORITIZE/CONFIRM final recommendations to be put forward in a
report to the UCDSB Senior Team. The Senior Team will be responsible for the final approval, decisions and
implementation of the report.
a. The reporting by teams will answer “What will be needed for the recommendations to be successful?”:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

time-lines,
people (who needs to be involved?)
resources,
training,
measurement of progress in implementation of recommendation, (by making this change, we
expect…..)
vi. communication (Who, what, where, when, how?).
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What are the Main Deliverables of the Service Excellence Action Teams?
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Who are the Members of the Action Teams?
You are part of a SERVICE EXCELLENCE Action Team that has been selected either as a result of previous
experience with the Service Excellence Champions Council (SECC) conducting staff interviews, through a
recommendation from a SECC interviewer, by demonstrating an interest in service excellence work, and/or
through recommendations from colleagues and supervisors. In addition to the selection process, you have also
been identified as being able to speak on behalf of your colleagues who share your staff role. For each of the 4
Action Teams, effort has been made to include representation from each staff role in our board. You will be asked
to work as a large group and in smaller, geographically identified teams for Meetings #2 and #3.

When will Action Teams Meet?
The Service Excellence Action Teams will be active between September to December 2012 with a maximum of 4
full-day meetings, separated monthly. Additional work will not be assigned between meetings.

How will Actions Teams Function?
Actions teams will be facilitated by Linda Lumsden, Chief Customer Service Officer, and Sarah Crawford, Research
Associate. To support the work of each team, a team coordinator will be identified at the first meeting. The
coordinator will assist with communication within the group, with other groups, and with Sarah and Linda, during
and between meetings as required. In addition, minutes will be taken by a team member, and shared with the
other action teams, at the end of each meeting. Other considerations about how a team will function when it is
made up of many different staff groups are provided below:
Level of Empowerment: The SERVICE EXCELLENCE Action Teams are not responsible for the implemention of
finalized recommendations, however action team recommendations will directly impact decions made by the
Senior Team related to SERVICE EXCELLENCE. Action team members are not required to be , but will likely
become informal champions of service excellence initiatives.

Communication: It is critical that you bring the perspective of your staff role to the discussion, that you are
heard, and that you also hear different perspectives from all of our teammates. All perspectives need to be
heard for successful outcomes. The Action teams will follow the meeting virtues of the Upper Canada District
School Board to:
show up – physically, intellectually and emotionally
listen to understand
speak to be understood
act honestly and responsibly
act collaboratively
act inclusively, and
act kindly, considerately and courageously.

Costs Associated with Meetings: Expenses will be covered by the Service Excellence budget with details for
reimbursement shared with all participants as required.
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Governance: Action teams report to Linda Lumsden for the term of the work. Action teams will determine a
method from which to make decisions at appropriate times during the process. For example, it might be useful
to use a “quorum” approach – such as 2/3 or majority? Different levels of decision-making and discussion will
require different approaches that facilitators will help support.
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Appendix I: Summary of Themes from Service Excellence Interviews
(Question Reviewed: “What can you do to bring these visions of 2017 to life? What
support would you need to make this happen?”)
Common
Interpretations

Main Themes Identified by Service Excellence Action Teams
Group A
Group B
Employee Recognition “pat Feeling valued
on the back”
-positive environment
-recognition
-recognizing value (people)
-value employees – pat on the -genuine appreciation of all
back
contributions
-recognition and support

Group C
Recognize and Value People
Recognize and value people
for their work
-infect people with the
positive.
-recognize student and staff
accomplishments
-recognition
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Group D
More than a feeling
-Trust – with community,
with management
-celebrate success
(graduation, even the small
stuff)
-collaboration (within
schools and regions; elem.
.sec. linked together)
-relationship building
-attitude (as modeled by
teachers & admin),
Character Ed. as constantly
integrated, positivity
- Accountability –
(accepting weak areas,
address issues)
Professional
Specialized Training (job
Knowing how to use the tools Opportunities for PD for all
Training Day
Development for specific)
-job specific PD and networking staff
-Customer Service training
ALL - knowing
-training and PD based on
with job alike (ex. visit a school -more opportunities for PD
-professional development
how to use the
school and job related
with similar grades & student
and training (networking,
(EA’s, teachers, able to
tools to do the
identified needs
needs where things are going
sharing, PD sessions, HUBs)
educate whole person)
job effectively
-professional learning
well – learn); experience
-networking opportunity with -Programming
-better specialized training
teachers passing onto new
all staff groups (focus groups) (opportunities for learning;
(new staff training, customer teachers.
-professional development
leadership visible;
service training)
-training on new technology
and training
individualized for student
-strategies for managing
success)
workload and wellness
- PD is relevant, new and
-Training – all means all staff
current
(relevant, new skills and
-Training relevant (up to
knowledge, time and support to
date) leveled, FOR ALL
use our learning)
(students, teachers,
-Training (PD)
parents, community) – can
-Professional Development
be over repetitive for some
groups (EA’s)
- Accountability –
(accepting weak areas,
address issues))
Employees are
Recognized
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Main Themes Identified by Service Excellence Action Teams
Common
Interpretations Group A
Group B
Group C
Having the right Opportunities for
The right (appropriate) tools for Opportunities for PD for all
tools to do the Professional Learning
the trade
staff
job
(technology)
-support for Implementation
-improved use of technology
(infrastructure) -“Technology for 21st Century (technology – to work, user
(IPads, Smart Boards,
and knowing how Organization”
friendly, staffing issues,
Websites)
to use the tools (came from discussion around resources to do our best
-technology for all (staff,
access to Technology &
-focus resources on in-school
students)
Technology Training)
supports (ie. EA’s)
-professional development for
-better access to technology -more social services in
social media communication
and technology training
schools/training education on
-more training in tech part of social skills/community partners
teaching for staff, as well as -more support staff in and out of
parents
classroom (staffing formula)
-technology for learning
-resources (financial, staffing,
(technology should be
technology)
invisible for learning to
-innovation
happen, enough resources in -technology
working order, training,
-the whole child
accessible home/school,
-ALL – staff involved in all
inclusive technology –
aspects of the student
meeting everyone’s needs
differentiated.)
Walking the Walk
-positive attitude (get to know
students respect/trust)
-ongoing review of staff
performance
-Principal priorities should be
school based (not system)
-all staff demonstrate
character values and conduct
themselves with care.

-(positive) attitude (as
modeled by teachers &
admin),
-Trust – with community,
with management

-strong leadership (role
modeling)
-model great customer
service/lead by example
Accountability
(performance
improvement
plan for staff and
system)

Cut the Red Tape – (act on
performance data)
-internal procedures (act on
performance data – make
procedures in reporting
simple)

-Accountability (Board-SchoolStaff-Students)
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Support of
Leadership

Group D
Video Killed the Radio Star
-technology (functional,
more of it, user friendly
-technology (training for
staff, students/ user
friendly portal)
-technology/resources –
Training/PD: (teacher
support for reports,
helpzone); student oriented
for instruction;
communication (to class, to
home, to school)
- Accountability –
(accepting weak areas,
address issues)

Accountability - accept and
address weak areas to
improve performance
(appropriate to be included
in all identified areas)
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Making sure
everyone knows
what they need
to know (and are
heard)

Group C
Step outside the box – (to)
meet the needs of all.
-education catered towards
student interests/talents
-individual / programming for
students learning
-creative programming
-training (social skills for
students)
-more support in schools for
special needs students (EA’s)
-more EA support

Group D
We must, we must,
support our students
-Resources (technology,
funding)
-meeting students’ needs
(social, env’t, students have
a voice)
-Increasing staff support
(EA, Custodial)
-Support (more of it, for
ALL)
- Accountability –
(accepting weak areas,
address issues and improve
performance; embrace and
celebrate successes)
Inviting Conversations – “We Talk is cheap
are all in “the know”
-communication between
-defined action plans (vision
departments /Family of
and values)
Schools/ staff/ surveys
-Improved communications
-Community & Parent
internally and externally
(access to school buildings;
-Communication (parentparental participation and
teacher, board-school,etc.)
INVITATION; visible family
-Communications
presence
-communication
-communication (active
listening by schools, timely
feedback, consistent
dissemination of info by
Board to all stakeholders)
-communication – threaded
throughout all of the
themes we have identified
as well as on its own
- Accountability

Making sure everyone knows …(but there is an “I” in
what they need to know
information and in concise)
-Active listening
(transparency, more
information spread widely,
“undercover boss”
-direct, timely, personal
communications from the
Board.
-better communication
between all departments
-communication between
staff and parents
-communicate the positives
-communication
-support/facilitate effective
communication and
collaboration (how to
negotiate difficult situations,
how to have crucial
conversations
Collaboration and We are all in it together
There is no “I” in team…
Open Schools: Connecting
Connection
(WestJet commercial)
-parent involvement &
with all stakeholders
ALL really means -buy-in at all levels (shared
collaboration, pro-active
-community involvement
ALL
approach/vision)
-parent involvement –
(open schools)
-open to learning – embracing communications (know how I
-parent connections
change
can be involved, be able to share -Community connections –
-collaboration
skills, times outside of workday services for children mental
to meet with staff, differentiated health etc.
Parent Engagement
to meet their needs
-parent engagement
-collaboration and mentoring
-parents involved
-Accountability Board-Schoolmeaningfully in schools
Staff-Students
Outlier – “Upper
-better relationships and
-Communication
management and Principals
communication with parents -communication with
need to be more connected
-find creative ways to involve community, staff, students, and to the classroom”
parents and communicate
parents
with them
-Communications – to parents,
to staff, from board level, - to
students.
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Main Themes Identified by Service Excellence Action Teams
Common
Interpretations Group A
Group B
It takes all of us! Whole Enchilada
It takes a village to raise a child
-Personalized learning (more -community involvement
1:1 support but not just
-partnerships (training,
formally identified students) implementation programs,
-schools actively engaging
outside agencies, parents,
students through extratapping into expertise)
curricular and enrichment
-the whole child
(volunteers)
-promoting positive stories
-advocacy for schools, staff, (educating & communicating
students and resources.
with community bout positive
-resources to support wellness changes in education)
for staff and students

Talk is cheap (also applies)
-collaboration (within
schools and regions;
elem./sec linked together)
-relationship building
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Appendix J: Template Used to Document Proposed Actions by Action Teams
“What action(s) did we take at a strategic system level, to support this outcome for our Board?”
Summary of Draft Recommendations from Meeting #3
Instructions: Record one recommendation per sheet. Complete the (*) required sections but feel free to attempt the remaining questions,
as the final meeting will require thinking in these areas.
What is the recommendation? Do you have a title for it?

What is our image of success in the future for this recommendation?

What are our current strengths that support this recommendation?
(existing Strategic Charters, current assets, current practices that support recommendation…)

How might we measure the success of this recommendation?

Circle areas of the Accountability
Vision that apply:
Who do we need to involve?

End User Thinking

Operational
Excellence

Employee
Engagement

Servant Leadership

Organizational
Design
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What do we want to learn more about?
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Appendix K: Summary of All Preliminary Actions Proposed by Action Teams
The following list of actions for Service Excellence in UCDSB was co-created during the work of
the 4 Regional Action Teams, and further developed and prioritized with the complete group at
the 4th of 4 Service Excellence Action Team meetings. As the participants evaluated the ideas
for action which would support the UCDSB Vision for Service Excellence, It became clear to
them that four main areas of innovation were consistently present. They were identified as:
Training/Professional Learning, Recognition, Leadership, and Communication.
The ideas are presented using these 4 categories to provide the reader with an overall view of
the outcomes of the day. They are numbered to correspond with the group that it originated
from. (For example, D3 would represent Group D’s third recommendation.)
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Some ideas are “grouped” and the results of the voting (shown in number of votes ) reflect the
support the participants had towards the grouped idea. The idea was refined based on
feedback, questions and the priority shown towards one certain group’s wording over others’.
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Proposed Actions by Regional Group (A-D) and (preliminary grouping by topic):
Professional Learning Opportunities/ Training
#
Title of Action Idea

# of
“votes”
12/30

^A1:

Customer Service will become an integral part of all employee skills and
competencies. “Customer Service Competencies (Qualities)”, “Customer
Service at its Best”

D2:

Training: Embedded, on-site, role specific, system level training for customer
service, to instill the vision (for Service Excellence), values and skills in order
to achieve our goals. (Training, PD, Growth, Learning, Teaching, Instruction,
Development, Mentoring, Modeling, Emulation, Example)

11/30

B1:

Create a board wide awareness of service excellence by developing and
implementing a customer service education plan with training and
implementing a customer service education plan with training for all
employees, which would include goals that would be put into school success
plans.

7/30

C1:

Service Excellence Training (with LOL (leading on line, etc)

0/30

D3:
C3:

Service Excellence Facilitator
Inquiry Teaching and Analysis: Provide training on interpreting incoming
phone calls/ inquiries for concerns and feedback from end users.
“Walk a mile in my shoes”: Provide opportunities for our employees to value
each other’s work to better serve the end user.

*C2:

B5:

Increase employee engagement through collaborative professional
development learning that is specifically job related.

* C2 and B5 were grouped as “common” for wanting opportunities for employees to learn together and in cross
functioning groups” and received 5 votes in total. Individual preference leaned towards C2 to support the vision
of Service Excellence the most.
^ A1, B1, C1, and D2 were grouped as “common” for Training/Learning of Customer Service competencies,
process, etc and received 30 votes in total. Individual preference leaned towards A1 to support the vision of
Service Excellence the most.

7
7
3/5
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1.

2/5
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2.

Communications Focus – Engaging Customers
#
Title of Action Idea

***B2:

Create a world renowned communication system that engages all employees,
students, parents, and community at large.

A3:

“Excellent Communication and Feedback” UCDSB Actively seeks and
responds to feedback, and communicates to our customers what is
happening, and our Vision.

D1:

Our recommendation is for a communication conduit that would collect the
thoughts/concerns/complaints of all stakeholders (anonymous or not) in
regards to our customer service.

C4:

A5:
B6:
B4:

# of
“votes”
14/25

4/25

4/25

People Centric Communication Plan – Across the organization. Balance
between standardization with the awareness of the uniqueness of each site.

2/25

“All means All” – All stakeholders (employee groups, students, parents,
community partners) are involved in Program and service decisions.

1/25

Create schools/worksites that provide a welcoming, inclusive, secure
atmosphere for staff, students, parents and community.
Develop a media campaign to make UCDSB a recognizable institution that
promotes Service Excellence by using current and evolving technology, (ie.
Billboards, twitter, YouTube, Facebook etc.)

13
7

*** A3, A5, B2, C4, and D1 were grouped as “common” and received 25 votes in total. Individual preferences in
voting leaned towards B2 to support the vision of Service Excellence the most.

Employee Recognition
#

Title of Action Idea

**B3:
D4:

Employee Recognition

# of
“votes”
12/16

Regular (Employee) Recognition: Celebrating Customer Service Success

4/16

** D4 and B3 were grouped as “common” and received 16 votes in total. Individual preferences invoting leaned
towards B3 to support the vision of Service Excellence the most.

4.

Leadership
#

Title of Action Idea

*A2:

Servant leadership becomes the leadership model for the organization. All
leaders, both formal and informal, are provided opportunities and supports to
excel.
Service Excellence Standards: Embedded Continuous Improvement

A4:

* A2 and A4 were grouped as “common” for 22 votes in total – and individual preference leaned towards A2 to
support the vision of Service Excellence the most.
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3.

# of
“votes”
19/22

3/22
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Appendix L: Summary of School or Department Initiatives Aligned with Service
Excellence
Service Excellence in Action – September 2012 to December 2012:
Focus
Awareness

Principals who
responded to an
informal survey asking:
“How will you engage
your staff in service
excellence?” following
August Leadership
Conference where
Principals were
introduced to the Vision
Model. In general
responses fell into 3
categories:

Engaged with
Discussion of
Vision

Recognition

Welcoming
Schools

IT HelpZone

Customer
Satisfaction

Service Excellence Actions/ Impact on Others
17 Principals responded with plans to make their staff aware
of service excellence. Many responses were similar to the
following example: “During the first PD day, we will model
"Service Excellence" by treating our staff the way we want
them to treat our clients - students, parents and community
membrs. We will also be meeting with "front line" staff
(office staff, custodians) immediately to talk about school
opening and expectations.”
5 Principals responded with plans to engage staff deeper
into the vision. An example of one was: “(I will) communicate
the vision through staff meetings, monthly "office staff"
meetings to review office operations, parent newsletters,
use look fors in interview questions, share with school
council, "catch" service excellence happening and post on
school teamsite, use “spokes” [qualities of service
excellence] as monthly conversation starters.”
4 Principals responded with plans to recognize service
excellence in their staff. An example response was: “I have
already put service excellence as larger agenda item on my
PA day. … as a permanent line on all staff meeting
agendas as a way to celebrate successes and look for the
positive.”
2 Principals responded with a focus on making their schools
more welcoming. One example was: “At the first staff
meeting we will talk about how we will engage our
community and make all feel welcomed and involved in the
school.… We also discussed how we can make ourselves
available and approachable to parents and guardians,
beginning with a welcome phone call or meeting within the
first couple of weeks of school.”
th
Beginning in March 2012, every 10 “ticket” or individual
requesting support through Helpzone, was asked 3 simple
questions regarding satisfaction. Results are reviewed on
an ongoing basis to pinpoint areas of improvement. For
example when it became clear that communication of
updates/status was important to customers, this became a
focus and greatly improved results.
A model example for accountability, and end user
thinking.
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Focus

Service Excellence Actions/ Impact on Others

Interviewing for
“Service”
Qualities

Collaboration to create the following interview question for a
front-line staff position:
“We have all had customer service experiences in our lives.
In some we have been the customer and in others we may
have been serving the customer directly. What experiences,
talents, strengths or other resources do you bring to creating
a culture of service excellence?”
“Service Excellence” considered to be part of the crossfunctional group assisting with resources to research best
practices in recruiting.

Employee
Engagement
Principal

Recruitment

Cross-functional group

Kindergarten
Registration

Application of End User Thinking when working through a
new process such as Kingergarten registration that impacts
our new parents and new students – at a time where first
impressions are key. Part of the work has established how
our customers learn about UCDSB and has guided media
decisions.

Payroll

UCARRIS

Engagement of End User Thinking to test and communicate
progress.

Board Departments

Awareness of
Service
Excellence

Interest in spreading the word and sharing “vision” poster or
mousepad with staff to encourage discussion, following
introduction of vision model at Leadership Conference August 2012.

TRL – Adult Literacy

Students and
Staff engaged
with discussion
about Service
Excellence –
TRL learning
about the
Qualities of
Service their
customers
require.

(75 students in 9 sites) all held a discussion facilitated by the
site instructors, and were provided “vision” mousepads
afterwards. All campuses took some time to discuss with
students what Service Excellence looks like in an adult
literacy class. Following are summary points that students
underlined:
Good communication, Friendly staff, Kindness, Good, happy
atmosphere, Small group/individual attention, Respect,
Smiles and greetings, Always helping, help when I need it
Politeness, Referrals…where to go for…
Open minded, Work at my own pace, Comfortable, Trust,
Fun, Encouraging, One student noted “my instructor is the
person I can count on.”

Virtual Learning
Commons

Communication
of Service
Excellence
Messaging

Manager requested the best place to link staff to regarding 1
the vision for Service Excellence.

Operational
Excellence
(always
improving),
Recognition
Connecting
with staff

Memo sent early December 2012 explaining newly
implemented “suggestion box” for students, staff and
community members.

TR Leger

Cross-functional board
office staff

http://vlc.ucdsb.ca/aecontent.php?pid=318051&sid=2603000

Working group established to encourage Traveling
Tuesdays – How to connect Board to schools more
effectively
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